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Abstract
These notes are intended to provide an introduction to supersym-
metry. They begin with supersymmetric quantum mechanics and
the basic properties of spinor elds. The supersymmetry of sim-
ple theories of spin-zero and spin-one-half elds is discussed with
emphasis upon the charges that generate the transformations of
supersymmetry. Abelian and non-abelian supersymmetric gauge
theories are characterized in their simpler and more general forms.
Superelds are dened, and the concise notation they make pos-
sible is described. The minimal supersymmetric standard model
is discussed with particular attention to the Higgs elds and the
electro-weak superpotential.
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1 Introduction
Most articles and books on supersymmetry are written for experts. These
notes on supersymmetry are explicitly intended for graduate students in ex-
perimental high-energy physics and were written as part of a seminar which
Michael Gold and I taught at the University of New Mexico during the spring
of 1997.
Because papers about supersymmetry are often written in supereld no-
tation and because superelds are dened in terms of Grassmann variables,
most students get the impression that supersymmetry is harder than quan-
tum eld theory. In fact supersymmetric theories are nothing more than
particular quantum eld theories in which the elds and parameters satisfy
special relations that make the theories simpler, more symmetric, and easier
to understand.
The relative simplicity of supersymmetry is illustrated by the case of su-
persymmetric quantum mechanics, which is discussed in section 2. The exact
description of the ground state, which typically in ordinary quantum mechan-
ics is impossible, becomes trivial in supersymmetric quantum mechanics.
Section 3 is a laconic list of the notation that will be employed in this
work. Section 4 contains a careful discussion of spin-one-half elds. Special
attention is given to left-handed and right-handed two-component spinors
and to Majorana and Dirac elds.
A discussion of the simplest supersymmetric eld theories is given in
section 5 with emphasis upon the fermionic charges that generate the trans-
formations of supersymmetry. The most general supersymmetric theories of
scalar and spinor elds are described in section 6.
Section 7 is an explicit description of the simpler supercharges and of
the magic anti-commutation relations that they satisfy. The transformations
they generate are characterized in section 9. Some formal properties of the
supercharges of free supersymmetric theories are discussed in section 10.
The simpler supersymmetric gauge theories and the Fayet-Iliopoulos D
term are dened in section 11. More general supersymmetric eld theories are
described in section 12. The breaking of gauge symmetry and supersymmetry
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in super QED is worked out. Supereld notation is introduced in section 13.
The minimal supersymmetric standard model is discussed in section 14.
The three reasons why two Higgs doublets are needed rather than one as in
the standard model are explained. The electro-weak superpotential is studied
in some detail.
2 Supersymmetric Quantum Mechanics
Supersymmetric quantum mechanics was invented Nicolai [2] and indepen-
dently by Witten [3]. A quantum-mechanical system is supersymmetric if it
has N charges Qi that commute with the hamiltonian
[H;Qi] = 0 for i = 1; : : : ; N (1)
and satisfy the algebra
fQi; Qjg = ijH: (2)
The simplest example is for N = 2 and describes a spin-one-half particle
moving on a line. The wave function  (x) is














(2p− 1W (x)) ; (4)
where the ’s are the Pauli matrices (34) and






Qy1 = Q1 and Q
y
2 = Q2: (6)
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The superpotential W (x) may be any function of x that grows suciently at
large jxj
jW (x)j ! 1 as jxj ! 1 (7)
to ensure that the spectrum of H is discrete.
Explicit computation shows that




























fQ1; Q2g = 0: (10)
Supersymmetry is unbroken if either charge Q1 or Q2 annihilates a nor-
malizable state  0(x)
Q1 0(x) = 0: (11)
In this case the state  0(x) has zero energy
H 0(x) = 2Q
2
1 0(x) = 0; (12)
and the other charge Q2 must also annihilate the state  0(x)




















Since both charges annihilate the state  0(x), that state is left invariant
under the unitary transformation
U() = e−iθiQi; (14)
and so supersymmetry is unbroken.
Note that all the energies En must be positive or zero since




The state  0 is easy to nd if it exists:
Q1 0(x) = 0
1
2
(1p+ 2W (x)) 0(x) = 0




= 3W (x) 0(x)






Now if the superpotential W (x) satises
W (x) !1 as x!1 (17)
and
W (x) ! −1 as x! −1; (18)
then the normalizable state  0 is









If W (x) is continuous, then W (x0) = 0 for some x0.
Equivalently if the superpotential W (x) satises
W (x) ! −1 as x!1 (20)
and
W (x) !1 as x! −1; (21)
then the normalizable state  0 is









Again if W (x) is continuous, then W (x0) = 0 for some x0.
But if the superpotential W (x) satises
W (x) !1 as jxj ! 1 (23)
or
W (x) ! −1 as jxj ! 1; (24)
then there is no normalizable state  0 that is annihilated by Q1 or by Q2. In
this case, supersymmetry is dynamically broken.
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3 Notation
We shall use an Anglicized version of the notation of Bagger and Wess,
which they describe in the appendices of their book [1]. Space-time indices
are labeled by letters like l;m; n. Spatial indices are labeled by letters like




−1 0 0 0
0 1 0 0
0 0 1 0
0 0 0 1

 : (25)
Dotted and undotted spinor indices run from 1 to 2 and are denoted
by the early letters of the English alphabet. Spinor indices are raised and
















For example,  a = "ab b and a = "ab
b. If the spinors  and  anti-
commute, then the product   is
  =  aa = − aa = a a =  : (28)
The identity
 a b = −1
2
  "ab (29)
is occasionally useful.
The hermitian conjugates of the spinors  and  are  and :
 a˙ = ( a)y
a˙ = (a)
y : (30)
Their dotted indices are raised and lowered by the tensors "a˙b˙ and "a˙b˙ which
are equal to their undotted counterparts "ab and "ab. The product   is
  =  a˙ 
a˙ = −  a˙ a˙ = a˙  a˙ =   : (31)
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These denitions allow us to write
( )y = (a a)
y =  a˙ a˙ =   =   (32)
and
 a˙  b˙ =
1
2
  "a˙b˙: (33)






















in which the rule 0 = −I is occasioned by the choice of metric  =
(−1; 1; 1; 1). The barred Pauli matrices ma˙b are dened as
ma˙b = "a˙c˙"bdmdc˙ ; whence 
n
ab˙
= "ac "b˙d˙ 
nd˙c ; (35)
and are related to the unbarred ones by
0 = 0 = −I
~ = − ~: (36)



















The Pauli matrices satisfy the relations
(mn + nm) ba = −2mn ba ; (39)
(mn + nm)a˙b˙ = −2mna˙b˙; (40)
the trace identities
Tr mn = −2mn and Tr mn = 2mn; (41)
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and the completeness relation
 mac˙ 
d˙b
m = −2 ba  d˙c˙ ; (42)
which implies that
( ) b˙ = −
1
2
n  ( n)b˙ = −
1
2
n  anab˙: (43)




















= −mac˙  c˙; (45)
(m )a˙ = − ( m)a˙ = −"a˙c˙ d mdc˙; (46)
n  = −  n; (47)
mn =  nm; (48)(
m  
)y
=  m ; (49)
and
(mn )y =  nm : (50)
4 Spinor Fields
All known matter elds are of spin one-half. Yet spinor elds are confusing,
and the authors of most books choose to assume that the topic has been
worked out somewhere else.
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describes a massless two-component spinor eld  of spin one-half which
satises the equation
n@n = 0: (52)
This eld transforms according to the (1
2
; 0) representation of the Lorentz
group and so carries undotted indices. We may expand  in terms of the
operators b(p; s) that annihilate the particles of the eld  and the operators
byc(p; s) that create the particles that are the anti-particles of the particles of








eipxua(p; s)b(p; s) + e−ipxva(p; s)byc(p; s)
]
; (53)
in which p0 = j~pj. We shall see that the states by(p; s)j0i and byc(p; s)j0i
are dierent, because they have opposite helicity whether or not the eld  
carries a charge. But circumstances and conventions will determine whether
we call these states particles and anti-particles or just dierent helicity states
of the same particle.
Since the free eld  satises the free-eld equation (52), the spinors
u(p; s) and v(p; s) must be eigenvectors of ~  ~p
~  ~p u(p; s) = p0 u(p; s) and ~  ~p v(p; s) = p0 v(p; s) (54)
with positive eigenvalue p0. Now ~  ~p has two eigenvalues j~pj, and there is
only one eigenvector of ~  ~p with positive eigenvalue p0 = j~pj. Normalized to









apart from a phase factor.
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Thus in the expansion (53) only one helicity state survives, and the ex-

























We impose the anti-commutation relations
fb(p; s); by(k; s0)g = ss′(~p−~k) and fbc(p; s); byc(k; s0)g = ss′(~p−~k) (58)
or equivalently
fb(p); by(k)g = (~p− ~k) and fbc(p); byc(k)g = (~p− ~k) (59)
and require all other anti-commutators of b and bc operators to vanish. It
follows then from these relations and from the explicit form (55) of the spinor
u(p) that the eld  satises the equal-time anti-commutation relations
f a(t; ~x);  yb(t; ~y)g = ab (~x− ~y); (60)
and
f a(t; ~x);  b(t; ~y)g = 0: (61)
The spin part of the angular-momentum operator is
~ =
∫
d3x :  y(x)
1
2
~  (x) : (62)
in which the colons indicate (fermionic) normal ordering. By using the anti-
commutation relations (60) and (61), one may show that the spin operator
obeys the angular-momentum commutation relations
[i;j] = iijkk (63)
in which the Levi-Civita tensor ijk is totally anti-symmetric with 123 = 1. If
we substitute the briefer expansion (57) of the eld  into the spin operator












By using the anti-commutation relations (59) and the relation ~p  ~ u(p) =
j~pju(p), we may show that the state by(p)j0i is an eigen-state of the helicity
operator ~P  ~ with eigen-value j~pj=2:
















~p  ~ u(k)by(p)j0i
=
∫
d3kby(k)(~k − ~p)uy(k) 1
2













We say that the  -particle and the state jb; ~pi are right handed, or have
positive helicity, because their momentum and spin are parallel. A similar
computation for the state byc(p)j0i gives





The anti- -particle and the state jbc; ~pi are said to be left handed, or to have
negative helicity, because their momentum and spin are anti-parallel.
The eld  is called right handed because it annihilates particles that are
right handed and creates particles that are left handed. Since the state jb; ~pi
and the state jbc; ~pi have opposite helicities, they can not be the same. Yet
it is conventional to distinguish the two states by the words \particle" and
\anti-particle" only if the eld  carries a charge. For instance, we speak of
neutrino and anti-neutrino, but not of photon and anti-photon.
4.2 The Left-Handed Massless Field
If the spinor  a is right handed, then the conjugate spinor  
a˙ is left handed.
We might emphasize this change in handedness by using the letter  instead
of  and writing explicitly
a˙ = "a˙b˙  b˙ = "
a˙b˙ ( b)
y (67)
a = "ab  b: (68)
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By making these substitutions in the action density (51), using the iden-
tity (47), and ignoring any c-number terms arising from the use of that
identity, we may arrive at the Lagrange density for a massless, left-handed,







This eld of spin one-half satises the equation
n@n  = 0: (70)
The bar indicates that the eld  transforms according to the (0; 1
2
) repre-
sentation of the Lorentz group and so carries dotted indices. (Whether this









the spinor v(p) must be an eigenvector of ~  ~p with eigenvalue −p0 = −j~pj
~  ~p v(p) = −j~pj v(p): (72)









up to an arbitrary phase factor here chosen so that
v(p)a˙ = "a˙b˙ (ub)
 (74)
in conformity with (67).
We impose the anti-commutation relations
fc(p; s); cy(k; s0)g = ss′(~p− ~k) and fcc(p; s); cyc(k; s0)g = ss′(~p− ~k)
(75)
or equivalently
fc(p); cy(k)g = (~p− ~k) and fcc(p); cyc(k)g = (~p− ~k) (76)
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which together with the explicit form (73) of the spinor v(p) imply that that
the eld  satises the equal-time anti-commutation relations
fa(t; ~x); yb(t; ~y)g = ab (~x− ~y); (77)
and
fa(t; ~x); b(t; ~y)g = 0: (78)






~ (x) : (79)
in which the colons indicate (fermionic) normal ordering. As in the case of
the right-handed eld, one may derive the eigen-value equations










which show that the particles annihilated by the eld  are left handed and
that their anti-particles are right handed. That is, the state cy(p)j0i is left
handed, or of negative helicity, in the sense that its momentum and its spin
are in opposite directions, while the state cyc(p)j0i is right handed, or of
positive helicity, because its momentum is parallel to its spin.
4.3 Majorana Mass
Let us now return to the massless right-handed action density (51) and add






 n@n − 1
2
m  − 1
2
m   ; (82)
in which we have absorbed a possible phase in the Majorana mass m into the
denition of the eld  . If the mass m is really a constant, and not a eld,
then the eld  can not carry a charge, at least not one whose conservation is
formally implied by a symmetry of the action. It is possible that the mass m
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is actually a eld m^ that assumes a mean value m in the vacuum. And in this
case, the eld  may carry a charge q if the mass eld m^ carries charge −2q.
But if the mass eld m^ acquires the non-zero mean value m in the vacuum,
then the symmetry of the action that formally implies the conservation of
the charge q would be spontaneously broken. So the eld  must either be
neutral or the carrier of a charge of a broken symmetry.
We shall consider here the case in which m is really a constant. The eld
 then satises the equation
−ina˙b@n b = m  a˙ = m"a˙b˙  b˙: (83)
In a simpler notation, with "a˙b˙ = i2
ab˙
, this equation is
i (@0 + ~  r) = im2  : (84)








eipxua(p; s)b(p; s)− i2e−ipxva(p; s)byc(p; s)
]
; (85)
then we nd (
p0 − ~  ~p
)
u(p; s)b(p; s) = mv(p; s)bc(p; s) (86)(




byc(p; s) = −im2u(p; s)by(p; s): (87)
Evidently the particles described by this eld,  , must be the same as their
anti-particles
b(p; s) = bc(p; s): (88)
By using the familiar relation ij = ij + i"ijk
k, we may rewrite the spinor
equations as (
p0 − ~  ~p
)
u(p; s) = mv(p; s) (89)(
p0 + ~  ~p
)
v(p; s) = mu(p; s): (90)





p0 + ~  ~p
) (





p0 + ~  ~p
)
v(p; s) = m2u(p; s); (91)
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which shows that (p0)2 = (~p)2 + m2. The spinor equations (89) and (90)
together form the \positive-mass" Dirac equation
(ipnγn +m)U(p; s) = 0; (92)
and the spinors u(p; s) and v(p; s) may be identied with the lower and upper







The addition of Majorana mass terms has converted the action density of
a massless right-handed eld to that of a massive eld whose particles and
anti-particles are the same or dier by a charge of a broken symmetry.












in which we have absorbed a possible phase in the Majorana mass m into




b˙ = ma = m"ab
b: (95)
4.4 The Dirac Field
The original spin-one-half eld is the Dirac eld which is a four-component
combination of the right-handed eld  and the left-handed eld . In the
massless case, the action density for the Dirac eld is just the sum of (69)












 n@n ; (96)








except that the two eld equations (52 ) and (70 ) can be written as
γn@nΨ(x) = 0: (98)
The γ matrices are required to satisfy the anti-commutation relations
fγn; γmg = 2gnm: (99)












The real point of the Dirac eld is that it provides a simple way of giving
mass to a eld that carries a conserved charge and whose particles and anti-
particles are dierent. In terms of the two-component elds  and , the
action density for the massive case is after an integration by parts
LD = −in@n − i  n@n −m −m  ; (101)
which in a simpler notation is
LD = iy (@0 − ~  r) + i y (@0 + ~  r) −my −m y : (102)
In Dirac’s notation this action density is
LD = −Ψ (γn@n +m)Ψ (103)
in which Ψ  iΨyγ0. The Dirac eld of mass m satises
(γn@n +m) Ψ = 0: (104)




b˙ −m a = 0 (105)
−ina˙b @n b −ma˙ = 0: (106)
The expansion of the Dirac eld in terms of operators b(p; s) that an-















in which the sum over spin states s is from −1=2 to 1=2 and the index l
runs from 1 to 4. The spinors U(p; s) and V (p; s) are normalized to ss′ and
satisfy the equations
(ipnγn +m)U(p; s) = 0 and (ip






U(p; s)U y(p; s) =
i
2p0






V (p; s)V y(p; s) =
i
2p0
(−ipnγn −m) γ0: (110)
5 Simple Chiral Multiplets
5.1 A Right-Handed Spinor and a Spinless Boson
The susy action density for a right-handed spinor eld  not interacting with






 n@n − @n A@nA+ FF: (111)
The eld equations are
i n@n = 0 (112)
@n@
nA = 0 (113)
F = 0: (114)
By ignoring total derivatives and using the constraint (114), we may write
the kinetic Lagrange density (111) as
LK = −i  n@n − @n A@nA: (115)
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5.2 Susy Invariance of the Free Field Equations
The susy transformations on the scalar eld A, the spinor eld  a, and the



























2 in these equations are due to a convention that probably
ought to be changed.


















  n@n − i
2
 n@n 


































































After a partial cancellation of terms involving F , the part of LK that
depends upon  is
LKξ = 1p
2











We now use the identity (39) and the commutativity of partial derivatives to
rewrite the rst term of the preceding expression
1p
2
mn @n@m A =
1p
2







Thus the change in the action density LKξ is

















So the change LKξ is the total divergence







2 @n A− ip
2
 nF: (129)
The change in the free action density LK is the divergence












. Thus the equations of motion of the free eld
theory are invariant under the susy transformation (116{121).
The Noether current associated with the susy transformation (116{121)




  n − i
2





















−p2  @nA− @n Ap2 : (132)








2 @n A: (133)
The Noether current JnK satises
LK = @nJnK ; (134)







K = 0: (136)
The current SnK is the supercurrent of the free Lagrange density LK . The
part SnKξ that depends upon  is simply
SnKξ =
p
2mn @m A: (137)







2m0 @m A: (138)














 b@m A: (139)
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5.3 A Left-Handed Spinor and a Spinless Boson
The susy action density for a left-handed spinor  not interacting with a






n@n − @n A@nA + FF: (140)
The eld equations are
i n@n  = 0 (141)
@n@
nA = 0 (142)
F = 0: (143)
By ignoring total derivatives and using the constraint (143), we may write
the kinetic Lagrange density (140) as
LK = −in@n − @n A@nA: (144)






















 F = i
p
2m@m : (150)
These transformations may seem dierent from those of equations (116{d
bar F). But if we use the identities (45{47) to write them for the elds A,

























The action density (140) changes only by a total divergence under the














− @n A@nA− @n A@nA +  FF + FF: (157)






































































































n ) : (160)
By using formula (39), we may write this change as the divergence












which shows that the space-time integral of the action density (140) is in-
variant under the susy transformations (145{150).




















































2nm @m A: (165)















mb˙a @m A: (166)
In a simpler notation, the spinor of susy charges of a left-handed spinor 





d3x (@0 + ~  r) A: (167)
6 General Chiral Multiplets
6.1 A Pair of Right-Handed Fields
For a single right-handed spin-one-half eld  and a single complex scalar






 n@n − @n A@nA + FF
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+ FW 0 + F W 0 − 1
2
W 00  − 1
2
W 00   (168)
in which W (A) is an analytic function of the complex scalar eld A and the




; W 0 =
@ W ( A)
@ A
; etc. (169)
The constraints on the auxiliary eld F are
F = − W 0 and F = −W 0: (170)
By implementing these constraints and ignoring total derivatives, we may
write the Lagrange density (168) as
L = −i  n@n − @n A@nA− jW 0j2 − 1
2
W 00  − 1
2
W 00   ; (171)
in which the term jW 0j2 is the self-interaction of the eld A and the last two
terms are Yukawa interactions. The eld equations are
−in@n = W 00  (172)
@n@
nA = W 00W 0 +
1
2
W 000   : (173)
If the theory is to be renormalizable, then the function W (A) should be
a polynomial in the eld A that is at most cubic







in which we have omitted a possible constant term because only derivatives
of W appear in the lagrangian. By a eld redenition A0 = A+d, where d is









the Lagrange density (171) is
L = −i  n@n −@n A@nA−jmA+gA2j2−1
2




















+ g   : (178)
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6.2 Many Pairs of Right-Handed Fields
The most general right-handed chiral multiplet consists of n copies of the
spinor, complex scalar, and complex auxiliary elds  i, Ai, and Fi of the




n i − i
2
 i
n@n i − @n Ai@nAi + FiFi
+ FiWi + Fi Wi − 1
2
Wij i j − 1
2
Wij  i  j (179)
in which sums are understood over repeated indices and in which W (A) is








As we shall see, the action density (179) changes only by a total derivative
when its scalar elds Ai, spinor elds  i, and auxiliary elds Fi are subjected












and to the conjugate susy transformations
 Ai =
p
2  i (184)














= Fi + Wi and 0 =
@L
@Fi
= Fi +Wi: (187)
Eliminating the auxiliary elds and dropping total derivatives, we may write
the general chiral action density as
L = −  in@n i − @n Ai@nAi − jWij2 − 1
2
Wij i j − 1
2
Wij  i  j : (188)
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If the theory is to be renormalizable, then the function W (A) should be
a polynomial in the n scalar elds Ai that is no higher than cubic







Since only derivatives of W appear in the lagrangian, we have omitted a
constant term. The tensors mij and gijk must be totally symmetric in their
indices; any anti-symmetric piece would not contribute to W . By redening








6.3 Invariance of the Right-Handed Chiral Action
It will be useful to separate the Lagrange density (179) into the kinetic part
LK and the interaction part LI





n i − i
2
 i
n@n i − @n Ai@nAi + FiFi (192)
and
LI = FiWi + Fi Wi − 1
2
Wij i j − 1
2
Wij  i  j : (193)
The kinetic Lagrange density (192) is the sum of n copies of the Lagrange
density (111). And the susy transformation (181{186) is n copies of the susy
transformation (116{121). Thus just as (111) is invariant under (116{121),
so too the kinetic Lagrange density (192) changes only by a total derivative
under the susy transformation (181{186).
We shall now examine the change in the rest of the lagrangian. Under
the susy transformation (181{186), the part of the change in the interaction
Lagrange density LI that involves  is
LIξ = FiWijAj +  Fi Wi − 1
2
WijkAi j k −Wij i j − Wij  i  j
= FiWij
p
2 j − i
p
2@m  i
m Wi − 1p
2
Wijk i j k
−Wij j
p








in which we drop terms proportional to . The rst term cancels the fourth
term.
The term Wijk i j k vanishes because Wijk is symmetric. Let us write
this term more explicitly as Wijka ai bj bk. Since the spinor indices a and b
can assume only the two values 1 and 2, it follows that in every term at least
two of the spinor indices must be the same. The symmetry in i; j; k of Wijk
then implies that such terms, e.g., Wijk 1i 1j , must vanish. In particular
Wijk 1i 1j = 1
2
(Wijk +Wjik) 1i 1j = 1
2
(Wijk 1i 1j +Wjik 1i 1j) (194)
so that
Wijk 1i 1j = 1
2
(Wijk 1i 1j +Wijk 1j 1i) = 1
2
Wijk ( 1i 1j +  1j 1i) = 0:
(195)
Thus using (47), we see that the part of the change LIξ in the interaction








which is the total divergence






The change LI is the divergence







Since the change in the full action density (191) is a total divergence
L = @n (KnK +KnI ) ; (200)
the action and the equations of motion are invariant under the susy trans-
formation (116{121).
The species index i essentially serves to label the copies; we shall suppress
it in what follows, except when it is worth noticing.
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6.4 Supercharges of the Right-Handed Chiral Theory
Because there are no derivatives of the elds in the interaction Lagrange
density LI , the Noether current of the interacting theory is the same as that








2mn @m A+ i
p
2  n W 0: (201)
The divergence of this susy current is the dierence between two equal ex-
pressions for the change in the action density | the Noether form and the
more straightforward form obtained by substituting the changes in the elds.
The susy current Snξ therefore is conserved:
@nS
n
ξ = 0: (202)
The supercharge Q of this theory is the spatial integral of the time






















0b˙c c@m A− i0ab˙  b˙ W 0
)
: (204)






























@0 A− ~  r A
)













0c˙bmba˙ @mA+ i 
b0ba˙ W
0 ) : (208)



















 (@0 − ~  r)A +W 0 2 
]
: (210)
6.5 A Pair of Left-Handed Fields
The action density for a left-handed spin-one-half eld  interacting with a






n@n − @n A@nA+ FF (211)




W 00 ; (212)
in which W (A) is a cubic polynomial in the eld A. The equations of motion
are
− in@n  = W 00 (213)
− @n@nA = FW 00 − 1
2
W 000 (214)
F = − W 0: (215)
If we implement the constraint (215) and ignore total derivatives, then we
may write the action density as




W 00  (216)
and the equations of motion as
− in@n  = W 00 (217)
@n@





6.6 Invariance of the Left-Handed Chiral Action
Under the susy transformations (145{150), the change of the interaction part
(212) of the action density is
LLI = FW 0 + FW 00A+  F W 0 + F W 00 A−W 00− W 00   (219)
in which we have ignored the terms proportional to the product of three ’s,









































Of this change, the part that depends upon  is










W 0 −W 00
p
2F







By using the identity (47), we may write this change as the divergence




2n  W 0: (223)
This result and the earlier one (162) establish the invariance of the action of
this theory under susy transformations.
6.7 Supercharges of the Left-Handed Chiral Theory
The interaction (212) contains no derivatives of  or of A and so generates no
extra Noether current. The dierence between the Noether current (164) and
sum of the currents KnKξ (162) and K
n
LIξ (223) is therefore the susy current
of the interacting theory (211{212):
Snξ = J
n
Kξ −KnKξ −KnLIξ =
p
2nm @m A− i
p
2n  W 0; (224)
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and it is conserved
@nS
n
ξ = 0: (225)









0m @m A− i0  W 0
)
: (226)










0b˙cc @m A− i0ab˙ b˙ W 0
)
: (227)

















mabb @m A− i"a˙b˙ b˙ W 0
)
(229)







@0 A− ~  r A
)
− W 0 2 
]
: (230)
















































= 2Tr (m)Pm = −4P0 = 4P 0 = 4H: (236)
The factors of 2 and 4 that litter these equations are due to the extra factors
of
p
2 in the conventional denition of the susy transformation (116{121) of
the chiral multiplet.




















0c˙bmba˙ @mA + i 
b0ba˙ W
0 ) ; (238)
whose various forms were listed in eqs.(204{210), actually do satisfy the anti-
commutation relations (233, 235). The the canonical equal-time commuta-
tion and anti-commutation relations obeyed by the elds of the right-handed
chiral multiplet are: [
A(t; ~x); @0 A(t; ~y)
]
= i(~x− ~y) (239)[
A(t; ~x); @0A(t; ~y)
]
= i(~x− ~y) (240){
 a(t; ~x);  b˙(t; ~y)
}
= ab˙(~x− ~y); (241)
[A(t; ~x); A(t; ~y)] =
[




A(t; ~x); A(t; ~y)
]
= 0; (242)
[@0A(t; ~x); @0A(t; ~y)] =
[









f a(t; ~x);  b(t; ~y)g =
{
 a˙(t; ~x);  b˙(t; ~y)
}
= 0: (244)




















the sum of four terms. The simplest term arises from the anti-commutator





−i"ac  c˙(x) W 0(x); i"b˙d˙ d(y)W 0(y)
}
: (246)
By using the anti-commutation relation (241), we may write this term as
WWab˙ = 2
∫






d3x jW 0(x)j2: (247)
The next simplest term arises from the anti-commutator of the rst W 0 term




















a˙c˙  c˙(x) W
0) : (248)




































 a˙(x) W 00: (250)



























































By using the commutation relations (239) and (242), we see that the rst
term is non-zero if both n = i 6= 0 and m = 0 or if both n = 0 and
m = j 6= 0. In the former case, we integrate by parts over y; in the latter























−@i  d˙(y)idb˙0ac˙ c(x)i(~x− ~y)






























Collecting our four terms (247), (250), (251), and (254), we nd for the














@m A(x)@nA(x) + ab˙jW 0(x)j2
+  a(x) b(x)W






















  W 00 +
1
2
  W 00 + jW 0(x)j2
)
: (256)























+  a(x)3ba˙ b(x)W
00 +  b˙(x)
3
ba˙
 a˙(x) W 00
)
: (258)
The terms involving the potential W all vanish. The kinetic term for the
scalar eld A contains the trace Tr (mn3) = −2m0n3 − 2m3n0. Thus

















i@3   − @0 A@3A− @3 A@0A
)
; (259)
which is the relation {
Qa; Qb˙
}
3ba˙ = 4P3: (260)
To verify that the supercharges anti-commute, we use the commutation
relations (242) and (244) to reduce fQa; Qbg to









−i"a˙c˙  c˙(x) W 0; nbd˙ d(y)@n A(y)
})
: (261)
Now using the anti-commutation relation (241), we get










d3x @n A(x) W
0 (nac˙"b˙c˙ + "a˙c˙nbc˙) : (262)
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For n = 0, the ’s and "’s come to "b˙a˙ + "a˙b˙ = 0, and so only the spatial
terms survive
fQa; Qbg = −2i
∫
d3x @i A(x) W
0 (iac˙"b˙c˙ + "a˙c˙ibc˙) : (263)
But this quantity is a space integral of a total spatial divergence, and so it
vanishes










It is worth checking, however, whether the surface terms that we here neglect
as well as those that we neglected in deriving eq.(253) from eq.(252) actually
do vanish. In particular, when susy is spontaneously broken, the minimum
of jW 0j is positive, and there is at least one massless fermion.
8 The Supercharges As Generators





= F + W 0 and 0 =
@L
@F
= F +W 0 (265)
express the auxiliary elds F and F in terms of the elds A and A as
F = − W 0 and F = −W 0: (266)























But in these formulas, the auxiliary elds F and F appear only as − W 0 and
−W 0.
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8.2 The Supercharges Generate Susy Transformations
If as the generator G() of a susy transformation, we use
G() = Q+ Q; (269)
then we nd that the change in the eld A(x) is






















which is (116). But if we apply G() to the eld  (x), then we get








b"b˙c˙  c˙(y) W




























which agrees with (117) if we use − W 0 = F .
8.3 Iterated Susy Transformations
We may now ask what happens when we perform a second susy transforma-
tion








2a [iG();  a(x)] = 2i
am
ab˙
b˙@mA(x)− 2aa W 0: (272)
So the dierence ηξA− ξηA is
[η; ξ]A(x)  [ iG(); [iG(); A(x)] ]− [ iG(); [iG(); A(x)] ]







The algebra closes on the eld A, as it must. For by the Jacobi identity,
the dierence
[η; ξ]A(x) = [ iG(); [iG(); A(x)] ]− [ iG(); [iG(); A(x)] ] (274)
is
[η; ξ]A(x) = [A(x); [iG(); iG()] ] : (275)
Now by using the denition (269) of the generators and successively eqs.(234)






























= 2nPn  − 2nPn: (276)
By virtue of the commutation relations








[η; ξ]A(x) = 2i
(




To see how the algebra closes on the eld  , we examine the double susy
transformation







































 b˙c@m c(x)− 2ac˙  c˙ W 00: (280)
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The Heisenberg equation of motion for the eld  is
−in@n − W 00  = 0: (281)
So we may write the second variation ηξ a(x) as
ηξ a(x) = 2i
m
ab˙
 b˙c@m c(x) + 2iac˙
nc˙d@n d(x): (282)
We may manipulate the rst term into the successive forms
2im
ab˙

















@m a − mab˙@m c
)
c  b˙: (283)




















md˙e@m a − "aemd˙e@m c
)
c  b˙: (284)







@m a − mab˙@m c
)
c  b˙ = 2i"b˙d˙
md˙c@m c"fa
f  b˙
= 2imd˙c@m ca b˙: (285)
By inserting Kronecker deltas, and next using rst (42) and then (47) and
last (44), we may write this last term as











= − i (nm@m )a n 
= 2ia 
m@m (x): (286)
Gathering the results (282{286), we may write the second variation of the
eld  a(x) in the symmetrical form
ηξ a(x) = −2im @m a(x) + 2ia m@m (x) + 2iam@m (x): (287)
Thus the double dierence ηξ − ξη is





which shows that the algebra also closes on the eld  , as it must.
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9 Susy without Grassmann Variables
Exponentials of the generator G() = Q+ Q are not unitary operators be-
cause they involve Grassmann variables. Can one avoid these anti-commuting
variables?
Let us consider using generators G(z) that are complex linear forms in
the supercharges Q and Q
G(z) = zQ+ Qz (289)
where za is a complex spinor.
Now the change in the eld A(x) is






















which is the same as (270) except that the Grassmann spinor  has been





This procedure will not work, however, for the Fermi eld  . Instead we
must write dz as an anti-commutator. There are several ways of doing this.
If we want a single rule for the change in the product of two spinor elds
irrespective of whether they transform like  or like , then we can not have
d be the adjoint of d  . We choose to have d be the adjoint of d  . We
shall have four dierent rules for the change in the product of two spinor
elds. We dene







zb"b˙c˙  c˙(y) W


























The change in the conjugate  is the conjugate of the change in  :












Although these formulas dier from expression (271) for  and its conjugate
for   by the signs of their second terms, and of course by the replacement
of a Grassmann spinor  by a complex one z, we shall see that these sign
dierences are appropriate and that supersymmetry can be implemented by
unitary transformations acting on the states and physical operators of the
theory.
The key point is that the physical operators of the theory contain even
powers of the Fermi elds. Thus the change in the generic product   is
d( ) = [ iG(z);   ]
= iG(z) −   iG(z)
= iG(z) +  iG(z)−  iG(z)−   iG(z)
= fiG(z);  g−  fiG(z); g
= − dz +  dz; (294)
in which the spinor indices, which may be dierent, are suppressed. It is easy
to see that the other three rules are:




= d  −  d (295)









= −d −  d: (297)
Let us consider now the eect of these transformations on the action
density (171) or equivalently on the general chiral action density (179) with






 n@n − @n A@nA− jW 0j2 − 1
2
W 00  − 1
2
W 00   : (298)
The change in L due to the changes dzA and dz and their conjugates is














− @ndz A@nA− @n A@ndzA− W 0W 00dzA−W 0 W 00dz A
− 1
2
W 000dzA  − 1
2
W 000dz A   +
1
2
W 00dz  − 1
2
W 00 dz 
− 1
2
W 00dz   +
1
2
W 00  dz  : (299)














































2izm@m A)  +
1
2
W 00  (−
p
2izm@m A): (300)
As in eqs.(194) and (195), the term proportional to W 000 vanishes. Also the






























 mz @m W
0: (302)
So the change dzL in the action density is
dzL = 1p
2










 nz W 0
)
: (303)
Just as in eqs.(125) and (129), we may write this change dzL as the total
divergence







2z @n A +
i
2
 nz W 0; (305)
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which shows that the action is invariant under the unitary transformation
U(z) = e−iG(z) (306)
at least for innitesimal values of the complex spinor z.
Thus unitary operators without Grassmann variables can implement su-
persymmetry transformations upon the action and other operators that in-
volve only even powers of Fermi elds. But the eect (292) of a susy trans-
formation upon a single Fermi eld does not seem to admit such a represen-
tation.
Also if we dene physical states j i as those that under a rotation of
angle 2 about any axis ^ suer at most a phase change
e−i2piθˆ
~J j i = eiφj i; (307)
then the unitary operator (306), being the exponential of an operator G(z)
that is odd or fermionic, transforms all physical states that are not annihi-
lated by G(z) into states that are not physical.
10 The Free Supercharges QK
10.1 Expansions
We may expand the supercharges QKa of the free theory in terms of creation
and annihilation operators by using the expansions of the eld operators  a
and A. Since the free eld  a satises the free-eld equation
−in@n = 0; (308)









in which the spinors u(p) and v(p) are eigenvectors of ~  ~p
~  ~p u(p) = j~pj u(p) and ~  ~p v(p) = j~pj v(p); (310)
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in which the operator ayc creates the particle that is the anti-particle of the
particle created by ay. By substituting the expansion (309) and the adjoint
of (311) into the formula (139) for the supercharges of the free theory, we
nd after some elementary manipulations







y(p)− v(p)a cy(p) ac(p)
]
: (312)
Since every term in the supercharge QKa and in its adjoint QKa˙ contains an
annihilation operator, it is clear that both QKa and QKa˙ = Q
y
Ka annihilate
the no-particle state j0i, which is the vacuum of the free-eld theory
QKaj0i = 0 and QyKaj0i = 0; (313)
which incidentally shows that susy is unbroken in the free theory.
10.2 Functional Methods
It may be useful to see how the equations (313) look in terms of the wave
function of the vacuum of the free theory. Let the state jAi be a simultaneous
eigenstate of the eld operators A and A at time t = 0
A(0; ~x)jAi = A(~x)jAi and A(0; ~x)jAi = A(~x)jAi: (314)
To dene the analogous state for the Fermi eld  , we follow Weinberg [4],









in which the sum over a is from 1 to 2. The state j’i is an eigenstate of the
operator  a(0; ~x)
 a(0; ~x)j’i = ’a(~x)j’i: (316)
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We may also construct the state
j ’i = exp
(∫






which is an eigenstate of  ya(0; ~x)
 ya(0; ~x)j ’i = ’a(~x)j ’i: (318)
We shall write the adjoint states as
























h’j a(0; ~x) =
(
 ya(0; ~x)j ’i
)y
= h’j’a(~x): (322)
But to obtain the eect from the right of  on the state h ’j or of  y on
the state h’j, one dierentiates
h ’j a(0; ~x) = 
 ’a˙




Both the states j’i and the states j ’i form complete sets of states.
Let us now compute the inner product of the no-particle state j0i with
the eigenstates of the Fermi elds  and  y. To this end it will be useful rst
to calculate the integrals that occur in the exponentials (315) and (317). We
may expand the eld  at time t = 0 in terms of the annihilation operators
b(~p) and the creation operators cy(−~p)


















w(~k; s)a ’(k; s) (325)
in which the variables ’(k; s) are grassmannian and the vectors w(~k; s) are
chosen to obey the orthonormality relations
2∑
a=1
w(~p; 1)au(~p)a = 1 and
2∑
a=1
w(~p; 1)av(−~p)a = 0
2∑
a=1
w(~p; 2)au(~p)a = 0 and
2∑
a=1
w(~p; 2)av(−~p)a = 1: (326)
Then the integrals are
∫













’(~p; 1)b(~p) + ’(~p; 2)cy(−~p)
]
; (328)
in which sums over a from 1 to 2 are understood.
We may now evaluate the inner product








In the innite product, only the negative-frequency parts
 
(−)

















Substituting our formula (327) for the integral, we get













If at each momentum ~p we now expand the exponential, remembering that








by(~p)’(~p; 1) + c(−~p)’(~p; 2)
)](∏
~xa




None of the by(~p) terms survive, and so apart from an overall factor indepen-




By a similar argument we nd
h0j ’i = h0j exp
(∫






















The bosonic wave-function of the vacuum is well known to be

























 exp(− ∫ d3xA(~x)p−r2 A(~x)) (338)
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and






 exp(− ∫ d3x A(~x)p−r2A(~x)) : (339)
We may now verify in this functional formalism that the free supercharges
QKa and QKa˙ annihilate the no-particle state j0i. By referring to eq.(139),
we have






 b(0; ~x)@m A(0; ~x)j0i: (340)
The time derivative @0 A(~x) is the canonical momentum operator (~x) which
may be represented as a functional derivative










 b(0; ~x)@i A(0; ~x)− a(0; ~x)(0; ~x)j0i:
(342)
Now using the eigenvalue relation (321) and the functional relation (341), we
nd













By using our formula (338) for the wave-function of the vacuum, we have




































 exp(− ∫ d3y A(~y)p−r2 A(~y))
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or after integrating by parts













The eect of the dierential operator −i~ r+p−r2 on the Grassmann
eld ’ is
(
















By their denitions (326), the spinors w(~k; 1) and w(~k; 2) respond to ~ ~k+j~kj
the same ways as do the spinors u(~k) and v(−~k) respectively. Thus by the
spinor eigenvalue equations (310), the operator −i~ r+p−r2 projects out








2j~kjei~k~xw(~k; 1)’(~k; 1): (346)
Hence on the vacuum the free supercharge QK produces a doubling of the
Grassmann variable ’(~k; 1)















 e− ∫ d3y A(~y)p−r2A¯(~y) = 0 (347)
which vanishes.
The free adjoint supercharges QyK may be shown to annihilate the free
vacuum j0i by similar functional manipulations. Indeed because h ’;A; Aj0i
is proportional by (339) to the product of ’(~k; 2) for all ~k, the matrix element

















































~k~x2j~kjwya˙(~k; 2) ’(~k; 2)h ’;A; Aj0i
= 0 (348)
is proportional to a sum of squares of ’(~k; 2) and therefore vanishes.
11 Abelian Supersymmetric Gauge Theories
11.1 The Vector Multiplet




mn − im@m + 1
2
D2 (349)
in which vn is the gauge eld and
vmn = @mvn − @nvm (350)
is the Maxwell eld-strength tensor, which is often written as Fmn. Because
the gaugino or photino eld  is, like vn, in the adjoint representation, its
covariant derivative is the same as its ordinary derivative. The theory thus
describes two non-interacting free elds after the constraint D = 0 on the
auxiliary eld D is implemented.
The elds vm, , and D form part of a vector supermultiplet. One may
make the other elds of the supermultiplet vanish by performing a supergauge
transformation to the Wess-Zumino gauge. Under a general supersymmetry
transformation, these extra elds do not remain zero. But if one augments
an arbitrary supersymmetry transformation by a related supergauge trans-
formation, one may keep the extra elds zero and restore the Wess-Zumino
gauge. The action density (349) changes by at most a total derivative under
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such an augmented supersymmetry transformation
vm = −im + im (351)
 = mnvmn + iD (352)
D = −m@m− @mm (353)
and is invariant under the ordinary gauge transformation
vm = @m! (354)
 = 0 (355)
D = 0 (356)
in which the function !(x) is a scalar.
11.2 The Fayet-Iliopoulos D Term
Because the auxiliary eld D changes only by a space-time derivative un-
der the supersymmetry transformation (353) and not at all under the gauge
transformation (356), the space-time integral of D is invariant and may be
added to the action. This extra piece D in the action, conventionally mul-
tiplied by the constant , is known as the Fayet-Iliopoulos D term.




mn − im@m+ 1
2
D2 + D (357)
entails for the auxiliary eld D the constraint
D = −; (358)




mn − im@m− 1
2
2: (359)





and supersymmetry is spontaneously broken.
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11.3 The General Abelian Gauge Theory


















Ai i−   iAi
)
(368)









Ai Fj − 1
2
 i  j
)
(370)
+ gijk (FiAjAk −  i jAk) + gijk
(
Fi Aj Ak −  i  j Ak
)
; (371)
in which vm is the gauge eld,  is the gaugino eld, and the chiral elds  i
and Ai carry charge gi. The indices i, j, and k which label chiral multiplets
with abelian charges gi, gj, and gk are summed over. The symmetric tensors
mij and gijk must be invariant under the action of the gauge group. The
covariant derivativesz are
DmAi = @mAi − igivmAi (372)
Dm i = @m i − igivm i (373)
Dm  i = @m  i + igivm  i (374)
vmn = @mv
a
n − @nvam : (375)
‡The notation used here for the covariant derivatives follows that of Weinberg [5, 6] in




An important example of an abelian gauge theory is super QED with a
Fayet-Iliopoulos D term. The action density is a special case of the general
abelian action density (361{371) in which the index i runs from 1 to 2
Lsqed = − 1
4
vmnv
mn − im@m+ 1
2
D2 + D
















Ai Fj − 1
2
 i  j
)
(376)
with  1 being the right-handed electron and  2 being the right-handed
positron. Thus g1 = −q < 0 and Dm 1 = (@m + iqvm) 1; g2 = q > 0
and Dm 2 = (@m − iqvm) 2; and the only non-zero values of the symmetric
tensor mij are m12 = m21 = m.
We may also write this action density in terms of the right- and left-
handed electron elds eR =  
1 and eL =  
2. By using the identity (47),
integrating by parts, and dropping surface terms, we see that the action
density
−i  2mDm 2 = −i  2m(@m − iqvm) 2 (377)
is equivalent to
−i 2mDm  2 = −i 2m(@m + iqvm)  2: (378)
So if we denote the right-handed selectron eld as ~eR = A
1 and the left-
handed selectron eld as ~eL = A
2, then we may write the action density
(376) in the form
Lsqed = − 1
4
vmnv
mn − im@m+ 1
2
D2 + D
−Dm~eR Dm~eR −Dm~eL Dm~eL − ieRmDmeR − ieLmDmeL












+ eD(~eR~eR − ~eL~eL)
+m
(








in which we have used for the auxiliary elds of the right- and left-handed
electron the notation eR = F1 and eL = F2. Because all the matter elds in
this expression have negative charge −q, all the covariant derivatives in it are
Dm = @m+iqvm. It is clear that we may choose the phase of the elds eR, eR,
and ~eR so as to render the mass parameter m real and non-negative whatever
the arbitrary phases of the corresponding left-handed-electron elds might
be. So from now on we shall take m  0.
The constraints on the auxiliary elds are:





eL = −m~eR; (380)
and when these constraints are enforced the action density takes the form
























)]2 −m2 (j~eRj2 + j~eLj2) : (381)














If  = 0, but m 6= 0, then the mean values h~eRi and h~eLi of the selectron elds
in the vacuum vanish, and neither supersymmetry nor gauge symmetry is
broken. If  6= 0, but m = 0, then gauge symmetry, but not supersymmetry,








When both  and m are non-zero with jmj2 > jqj, then the mean values
h~eRi and h~eLi both vanish in the vacuum, and gauge symmetry is exact, but
the mean value of the potential in the vacuum is




and supersymmetry is broken. On the other hand, when both  and m are
non-zero with m2 < jqj, then for  > 0 there is a one-parameter ring of
vacua Ω in which the mean values of the scalar elds satisfy









The U(1) gauge symmetry is broken because this mean value gives mass to
the gauge boson vm, which absorbs the derivative of the phase of the left-
handed selectron eld as its longitudinal component. But the overall phase
of the left-handed selectron eld is still arbitrary; we now choose it so that
its mean value in the vacuum is non-negative:
h = hΩj~eLjΩi  0: (387)
For  < 0 one may use these formulae provided one interchanges 1 with 2
and replaces  by jj. In these vacua the mean value of the potential is







and so both gauge symmetry and supersymmetry are broken.
11.5 The Goldstino
When supersymmetry is spontaneously broken, some of the fermions acquire
masses along with some of the gauge bosons, but at least one of the fermions
remains massless. This massless fermion is called the goldstino. We may
illustrate this eect by computing the tree-level masses of the various particles
of super QED for  > 0 and m > 0.
In the case m2 > q > 0, the mean values of the selectron elds in the
vacuum vanish. Thus the gauge symmetry is unbroken, and the gauge boson
vm remains massless. Also there is no mixing between the electrons eL and eR
and the photino , and so the photino remains massless: it is the goldstino.
The right- and left-handed electron elds form a Dirac electron of mass
me = m: (389)
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Because in (381) the kinetic action of the complex selectron elds contains
no prefactor of 1=2, we may identify the masses of the selectrons as
m2e˜R = m
2 + q (391)
and
m2e˜L = m
2 − q: (392)
In the case q > m2 > 0, both gauge symmetry and supersymmetry
are broken. The simplest mass to identify is that of the gauge boson vm.
In the action density (381), the kinetic term of the left-handed selectron,





which arises from the mean value








of the left-handed selectron which is given by (386) and which we have chosen
to be real and non-negative (387). Thus the mass squared of the gauge boson
vm is
m2v = 2q
2h2 = 2q − 2m2; (395)
the U(1) gauge symmetry is broken, and charge is not conserved.
To nd the masses of the selectrons, we write the left-handed selectron
as
~eL = h+ r (396)
in which the eld r is hermitian. Then by expressing formula (382) for the
potential V in terms of r, h, and ~eR, we see that the terms linear in r cancel
by (386), and that V contains the mass terms
2m2j~eRj2 + 2q2h2r2 = m2e˜R j~eRj2 +m2rr2: (397)
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Because in (381) the kinetic action of the complex selectron elds contains
no prefactor of 1=2, there is none in this equation. Thus the mass squared
of the right-handed selectron is
m2e˜R = 2m
2; (398)
and that of the radial part r of the left-handed selectron is
m2r = 2q
2h2 = 2q − 2m2 = m2v: (399)
To nd the masses of the fermions of this model, we write down their















The Pauli identity (39) implies that the product of the two dierential oper-
ators in the above sextet of equations is the operator of Le Rond d’Alembert
im@mi
n@n = 
mn@m@n = 2: (401)
Thus the second-order linearized eld equations are:





2 eR = i
p











It is clear that the squared mass of eL is
m2eL = m
2 +m2v: (403)














The massive eigenvector is the eld e0R
e0R =
mv + im eR
me′
(406)
which with the eld e0L = eL forms a Dirac spinor e
0 of mass me′ . It is
interesting to note that although the coupling of the left-handed electron to
the massive photon is −q, that of the right-handed electron is less










and small if q >> m2.





Let us add up the squared masses of the bosons and subtract the squared
masses of the fermions; we nd∑
i
(−1)2ji(2ji + 1)m2i = 2m2e˜R +m2r − 4m2e′ + 3m2v
= 4m2 +m2v − 4(m2 +m2v) + 3m2v
= 0; (409)
which is an example of the remarkable formula of S. Ferrara, L. Girardello,
and F. Palumbo [7].
The previous case in which m2 > q > 0 provides a second example of the
vanishing of the super-trace of the squared masses. In this case the masses
are: mv = mλ = 0, me = m, m
2
e˜R
= m2 + q, and m2e˜L = m
2 − q. Thus the
supertrace again vanishes:∑
i
(−1)2ji(2ji + 1)m2i = 2m2e˜R + 2m2e˜L − 4m2e
= 2(m2 + q) + 2(m2 − q)− 4m2
= 0: (410)
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12 Non-Abelian Susy Gauge Theories
12.1 The Non-Abelian Vector Multiplet
For an arbitrary non-abelian gauge group, the action density of the super-









in which the indices a; b; and c here represent Yang-Mills indices in the adjoint
representation of the gauge group. The term \pure" means that the gauge
elds vam and 
a are not coupled to \matter" elds, and that there are no
matter elds in the theory. The Yang-Mills eld strength vamn is
vamn = @mv
a
n − @nvam + gtabcvbmvcn; (412)
and the covariant derivative of the gaugino eld a is
Dabmb = @mabb + gtacbvcmb; (413)
in which the real numbers tabc are the structure constants of the gauge group
and therefore also the generators of the adjoint representation.
The action density (411) changes by at most a total derivative under the
augmented supersymmetry transformation
vam = −iam + ima (414)
a = mnvamn + iD
a (415)
Da = −mDabm b −Dabmbm: (416)
The constraints imposed on the auxiliary elds Da by the action density
(411) are
Da = 0: (417)
12.2 Adding Matter Multiplets
One may add to the action density (411) terms for a right-handed chiral
multiplet









a − a  iT aijAj
)
− gDa AiT aijAj (418)
in which the covariant derivatives are:
DijmAj = ij@mAj − igvamT aijAj (419)
Dijm j = ij@m j − igvamT aij j ; (420)
and the hermitian matrices T aij are the generators of the gauge group in the
representation according to which the elds  j and Ai transform.
From these formulae for the right-handed multiplet (Ai;  i; Fi), we may
infer the terms for a left-handed multiplet (Bi; i; Gi). By integrating by
parts and using the identity (47), we see that the action density
−i  im(ij@m − igvamT aij) j (421)
is equivalent to
−i jm(ij@m + igvamT aij)  i: (422)
Thus if we wish to dene the covariant derivatives of the elds Bi and i of
the left-handed multiplet as
DijmBj = ij@mBj − igvamT aijBj (423)
Dijm j = ij@m j − igvamT aij j (424)
which is similar to the denitions (419{420) for the covariant derivatives of
the elds of the right-handed multiplet, then we must replace T aij by −T aji =
−T aij throughout the terms that refer to the left-handed multiplet (B; ;G).
This is permissible since the generators T a and −T a have the same structure
constants. The action density for the left-handed multiplet (B; ;G) is thus:












12.3 The General Non-Abelian Gauge Theory
After eld shifts to omit the terms linear in the complex scalar elds and after
some integrations by parts, the most general renormalizable, supersymmetric,
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− i  imDijm j (431)
+ FiFi (432)








a − a  iT aijAj
)
(434)









Ai Fj − 1
2
 i  j
)
(436)
+ gijk (FiAjAk −  i jAk) + gijk
(
Fi Aj Ak −  i  j Ak
)
; (437)
in which the indices a; b; and c here are Yang-Mills indices in the adjoint rep-
resentation of the gauge group and the indices i; j; and k here are Yang-Mills
indices in an arbitrary representation of the gauge group. In the Fayet-
Iliopoulos term (429), the sum must be restricted to those generators of
the gauge group that commute with all the generators of the gauge group.
(Such generators are said to form invariant abelian subalgebras.) In the
O’Raifeartaigh term (433), the sum must be restricted to those chiral elds
that are singlets under all gauge transformations, i.e., to elds that are com-
pletely neutral and interact only with gravity or with other elds not in the
present model. The symmetric tensors mij and gijk must be invariant under
the action of the gauge group.
The Yang-Mills terms are in vector notation:
DmA = @mA− igvamT aA (438)
Dm = @m − igvamT a (439)
Dabmb = @ma + gtabcvbmc (440)
vamn = @mv
a
n − @nvam + gtabcvbmvcn (441)
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in which vam is the gauge eld, 
a is the gaugino eld,  is the chiral Fermi
eld, A is the chiral scalar eld, T a is a generator of the gauge group in
the arbitrary representation, the tabc are the structure constants of the gauge
group (and therefore also the generators of the adjoint representation), and
g is the coupling constant of the gauge group.
The rst term (426) is the gauge-eld action. The second term (427)
is the gauged kinetic action of the gauginos. The third term (428) is the
auxiliary elds of the vector multiplet. The fourth term (430) is the gauged
kinetic action of the scalar elds (squarks and sleptons and Higgs). The fth
term (431) is the gauged kinetic action of the chiral Fermi elds (quarks
and leptons and higgsinos). The sixth term (432) is the auxiliary elds of
the chiral multiplet. The seventh term (434) is a Yukawa interaction of the
chiral scalar, chiral Fermi, and gaugino elds. The eighth term (435) couples
the auxiliary elds of the vector multiplet with the chiral scalar elds. The
ninth term (436) is a hermitian combination of mass terms that couple the
chiral scalar and auxiliary elds and the chiral Fermi elds. The last term
(437) is a hermitian combination of Yukawa interactions among the chiral
scalar and auxiliary elds and the chiral Fermi and scalar elds.









F i = i
p
2mDijm j − 2igT aijAj a (444)
vam = −iam + ima (445)
a = mnvamn + iD
a (446)
Da = −mDabm b −Dabmbm ; (447)
the Lagrange density (426{437) changes only by a total derivative. The Yang-
Mills group indices a; b; c; i; j; k are placed where they t, and no distinction






a −∑ g AiT aijAj (448)
in which the sum is over all the matter multiplets that couple to Da as well
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= i + Fi + mij Aj + gijk Aj Ak: (450)
By implementing these constraints, we may remove the auxiliary elds Da,
Fi, and Fi from the action density (426{437). The resulting expression is the
most general supersymmetric, gauge-invariant Lagrange density into which
we must t the minimal supersymmetric standard model apart from terms














)2 − ip2g ( AiT aij ja − a  iT aijAj)(452)
− 1
2
mij i j − 1
2
mij  i  j − gijk i jAk − gijk  i  j Ak (453)
− ji +mijAj + gijkAjAkj2: (454)
The rst line (451) consists of the kinetic action densities of the gauge, gaug-
ino, and matter elds. These terms will be present in any SSM. The only
arbitrariness in them is the choice of the gauge group and of the representa-
tions into which we t the known elds. In the MSSM, the gauge group is
SU(3)c⊗SU(2)L⊗U(1)Y , and the particles are the usual three generations of
15 suspects, plus the gauge elds, plus two Higgs doublets, plus all the super-
partners. The second line (452) contains the quartic and Yukawa interaction
terms that are required by susy and by the rst line (451), as well as the
Fayet-Iliopoulos term (proportional to a), which is absent when the gauge
group is semi-simple (i.e., when its Lie group has no invariant abelian sub-
algebras). The third line (453) contains completely arbitrary fermion mass
terms and Yukawa interactions. The fourth line (454) consists of mass terms
for the scalar matter elds and of cubic and quartic self-interactions among
these elds; these terms are dependent upon the preceding line (453) which
is itself wholly arbitrary, and upon the O’Raifeartaigh term (proportional to
i), which occurs only when there is a chiral eld that is completely neutral.
Yet the gauge group of the standard model is not semi-simple; and if neutri-
nos are Dirac fermions, then the right-handed neutrino is a chiral eld that
is completely neutral.
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One of the principal benets of supersymmetry is the cancellation of quar-
tic and quadratic divergences. The most obvious of the obviated divergences











in which mi is the mass of particle i of spin j. If∑
i
(−1)2j(2j + 1) = 0; (456)
then the quartic divergence cancels; if∑
i
(−1)2j(2j + 1)m2i = 0; (457)
then the quadratic divergence also cancels. When supersymmetry is a sym-
metry of the action but not a symmetry of the vacuum, the cancellations
(456) and (457) in general persist at least at tree level as shown by Ferrara,
Girardello, and Palumbo [7].
Other sum rules similar to (457) but specic to a single chiral supermul-
tiplet also hold when supersymmetry is broken spontaneously. These more
specic sum rules may be incompatible with observed masses, and theories
that evade them | such as ones with a Fayet{Iliopoulos D-term, e.g. (357),
| often have their own problems. But by introducing mirror fermions, so
that every left-handed fermion has a right-handed partner with the same
behavior under gauge transformations, one may be able to construct a the-
ory that respects the sum rules (456) and (457) and still has an acceptable
phenomenology.
Most phenomenologists, however, have resorted to the use of terms that
explicitly break supersymmetry but in ways that do not give rise to new, eld-
dependent quadratic divergences. The possible terms that can be added to






cubic analytic polynomials in the scalar elds
LA = c0 + ciAi + cijAiAj + cijkAiAjAk + c0 + ci Ai + cij Ai Aj + cijk Ai Aj Ak;
(459)
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and quadratic forms in the scalar elds
LA∗A = −mij AiAj : (460)
Such terms can arise in the low-energy limit of a theory in which local su-
persymmetry, i.e., supergravity, is spontaneously broken at high energy.
Some dimension-three terms do generate awkward quadratic divergences:
explicit mass terms for matter fermions and cubic forms that mix scalar elds
and their hermitian conjugates are not soft [8].
It should be noted, however, that the explicit breaking of supersymmetry
entails a quadratic divergence in the zero-point energy.
13 Superfield Notation
13.1 Superfields
Superelds are functions of space-time and Grassmann coordinates x; ; .
They provide an ecient way of nding action densities and of computing
Feynman diagrams. By using supereld notation, one may symbolize com-
pactly the structural parts of the action densities that were described in the
long formulas of the preceding section. But the supereld formalism is a very
technical subject, and so I shall focus on its use as notation.
Because Grassmann coordinates are anti-commuting numbers, a general
supereld F (x; ; ) may be expressed as a polynomial in the Grassmann
coordinates with highest term  
F (x; ; ) = f(x) +  (x) +  (x)
+ m(x) +  n(x) + m vm(x)
+  (x) +   (x) +   d(x): (461)
This long, reducible expression involves nine dierent elds.
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13.2 Chiral Superfields
A simpler supereld is the right-handed chiral supereld  which is a function
of xm + im and 






2  (x)− ip
2
 @m (x)
m +  F (x): (462)
We recognize the elds of the right-handed chiral multiplet (111). In fact if
we let ym = xm + im, then we may write the supereld  in the form
(y; ) = A(y) +
p
2  (y) +  F (y); (463)
in which the argument of the auxiliary eld F could as well be x.
The adjoint supereld y is a left-handed supereld which is a function
of xm − im and 





2   (x) +
ip
2
 m@m  (x) +  F
y(x):(464)
With zm = xm − im, the adjoint supereld y may be written as
y(z; ) = Ay(z) +
p
2   (z) +  F y(z): (465)
One of the neat things about superelds is that the supersymmetry trans-
formations (116{121), etc., can be thought of as translations in superspace
x0m = xm + im  − im
0 =  + 
0 =  + : (466)
For instance after this translation, the part of  that is independent of  and
of  is
A(x) + A(x) = A(x) +
p
2  (x); (467)
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the part that depends linearly upon  is
p











in which the second term of  has arisen both from the translation of the
argument x of A(x) and from the translation of ; and the part that depends
quadratically upon  is
 (F (x) + F (x)) = 
(





in which the change F (x) has arisen both from the translation of the argu-
ment x of  (x) and from the translation of .
Under a susy transformation, the auxiliary eld F (x) of a chiral super-
eld changes only by a total derivative, and its space-time integral is a susy
invariant. Such a term, stripped of Grassmann variables, may therefore be
used as an invariant part of a supersymmetric action density. Many susy
invariants are of this form.
The product of two right-handed chiral superelds










2 2(y) + F2(y)
]
(470)
is a right-handed chiral supereld:
1(y; )2(y; ) = A1(y)A2(y) +
p
2 [A1(y) 2(y) + A2(y) 1(y)]
+  [A1(y)F2(y) + A2(y)F1(y)−  1(y) 2(y)] (471)
in which the identity (29) was used to write 2 1 2 as − 1 2. Similarly















2 y2(z) + F2(z)
y] (472)
is a left-handed chiral supereld:
y1(z; )
y




























Thus under a supersymmetry transformation, the  component of the
product of two chiral superelds
ij jθθ = AiFj + AjFi −  i j = AiFj + AjFi − 12 ( i j +  j i) (474)
changes only by a total derivative, and its space-time integral therefore is a
susy invariant, one encountered earlier (436). Similarly the  component of
the product of three chiral superelds is a susy invariant:
ijkjθθ = FiAjAk +FjAkAi+FkAiAj− i jAk− j kAi− k iAj ; (475)
which occurs in (437). Such  components sometimes are called \F terms"
because the  component of the supereld  is F , as shown by (462).
Chiral superelds commute, and so the expressions (474) and (475) for
ij and ijk are symmetric in i; j and in i; j; k, respectively. This sym-
metry is the reason why the matrices m and g the superpotential (190) are
symmetric. It follows that combinations like "ijij vanish. But one may
construct \anti-symmetric" forms like
"ijiΨj = 1Ψ2 − 2Ψ1 (476)
that do not vanish. At the risk of overemphasizing this point, which I nd
confusing, let us distinguish the two superelds  and Ψ by indices and write
the preceding expression as
"ijiΨj = "
ij1i2j : (477)
Then the AF part of this \anti-symmetric" form is
A11F22+F11A22−A12F21−F12A21 = A11F22+A22F11−A12F21−A21F12 (478)
which is anti-symmetric under the interchange of the rst indices and of the
second indices but is symmetric under the interchange of the double indices.
The kinetic part of the chiral action density (192) apart from total deriva-





n i − i
2
 i
n@n i − @n Ai@nAi + FiFi: (479)
Such   components often are called \D terms" because the   compo-




In what is called the Wess-Zumino gauge, the vector supereld is
V = m vm(x) + i (x)− i (x) + 1
2
  D(x); (480)
in which both vm and D are hermitian elds so that the supereld V is also
hermitian.
Supereld notation is less transparent for gauge elds than for chiral




















bb = a: (482)
In terms of the real supereld V , one then denes the chiral superelds
Wa = −1
4
D DDaV and Wa˙ = −1
4
DD Da˙V: (483)
The  component of WW is
WW jθθ = −1
2
vmnvmn − 2im@m+D2 + i
4
vmnvlk"mnlk; (484)
in which D is the auxiliary eld, not the dierential operator, and "mnlk is the
totally anti-symmetric tensor in four indices with "0123 = −1. The meager
notational payo for these spectacularly elaborate denitions is that we may








vmnvmn − im@m+ 1
2
D2: (485)
14 The Minimal Supersymmetric Standard
Model
The gauge group of the standard model is SU(3)c ⊗ SU(2)L ⊗ U(1)Y which
is spontaneously broken to SU(3)c ⊗ U(1)em. There are three families or
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generations of quarks and leptons, each with 15 or 16 particles depending
on whether there are right-handed neutrinos. The rst family consists of 6
left-handed quarks which form a triplet under SU(3)c and a doublet under
SU(2)L and carry hypercharge Y = 1=3, quantum numbers which may be
written as (3; 2; 1=3). The hypercharge Y is chosen so as to satisfy the Gell-
Mann{Nishijima relation




The other 6 rst-family quarks form a right-handed color triplet uR that is
a singlet under SU(2)L and has Y = 4=3 and a second right-handed color
triplet dR that is also a singlet under SU(2)L and has Y = −2=3. The leptons
are colorless and form a left-handed doublet under SU(2)L with Y = −1, a
right-handed SU(2)L singlet eR with Y = −2, and possibly a right-handed




















(1; 2;−1) (1; 1; 0) (1; 1;−2)
(488)
for the leptons.
The standard model agrees with all experiments, except possibly in the
neutrino sector where it is easy to add right-handed neutrino spinors to
make mass terms. So in building the minimal supersymmetric standard
model (MSSM), one tries to rock this peaceful boat as little as possible.
It would be nice if we could put the known particles into supersymmetric
multiplets without adding any super particles. Alas, exactly the opposite is
true: nobody has identied a single pair of particles that are exchanged by
supersymmetry. So supersymmetry doubles the number of particles, as well
as the number of typos. Thus to every particle, we attach a super particle.
For instance to the left-handed quark eld qL we associate a \left-handed"
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squark eld ~qL, and to the right-handed quark eld dR, we associate a \right-
handed" eld ~dR. Actually the situation is slightly worse: we must add a
second Higgs doublet and its super partners.
14.1 Why Two Higgs Superfields?
There are three reasons why one must have two Higgs doublets and the spart-
ners. The simplest reason is that the spartner of the Higgs doublet (h+; h0)
of the standard model is a doublet of fermions (~h+; ~h0). These higginos have
Y = 1 and would generate a U(1) anomaly since the trace over all fermions
would now be non zero,
Tr Y 3 = 2: (489)
One may solve this problem by adding a second Higgs supereld with spin-
zero elds (h0; h−) and higgsinos (~h0; ~h−) with Y = −1. Now we are back
to
Tr Y 3 = 0 (490)
as in the standard model.
The second reason why two Higgs elds are needed is to give mass to the
up quarks, u, c, and t. The quark mass terms of the standard model are of
the form
cu "ij qLihj u
y




R + h:c:; (491)
in which h is the Higgs doublet (~h+; ~h0), qL is the doublet of left-handed
quark elds (uL; dL), and the family indices have been suppressed. If we
promote all the elds of the rst term to superelds, using the conventional




2) and QL = (UL; DL), then there is no problem with
the mass term for the up quarks






which is the product of three left-handed chiral superelds. The problem is
with the mass term for the down quarks. A product of three superelds is
invariant under supersymmetry only if all three superelds are of the same
chirality. Now QLi and D
y
R are left handed, but H
y
2i is right handed. So one






with Y = −1 and writes the down-quark mass term as






The third reason why one needs two Higgs supereld doublets, H1 and
H2, is that the electroweak gauge bosons Wi and B of SU(2)L⊗U(1)Y are the
spin-one elds of the superelds Vi and V . Three of these four massless gauge
bosons become the massive vector bosonsW+, W−, and Z by absorbing three
massless spin-zero bosons; three of their massless spin-one-half superpartners
~Wi and ~B must therefore become massive by absorbing three massless spin-
one-half elds. Were there only one Higgs supereld doublet, there would
only be two massless spin-one-half elds as candidates for absorption. With
a second Higgs supereld doublet, there is one massless spin-one-half eld to
spare.
After the spontaneous breakdown of SU(2)L ⊗ U(1)Y to U(1)EM , the
physical elds are: the massive charged W’s, the massive Z, and the mass-
less photon, all vector bosons; three massive Dirac elds ~W, ~Z, and one
massless neutral chiral spinor, all spin-one-half elds; and two charged and
three neutral bosons, all of spin zero. Of course, these spin-one-half and
spin-zero elds may mix with other elds of the MSSM.
14.2 The Electroweak Superpotential
Since the rotation group, SU(3)c, and U(1)EM are unbroken, the elds that
might assume non-zero mean values in the vacuum are likely to be the spin-
zero, colorless, and neutral. The left-handed purely electroweak chiral super-
elds of the MSSM are the two Higgs doublets H1 and H2, the lepton doublet
L = (N0; E−), and the adjoint EyR of the supereld of the right-handed elec-
tron. In view of the neutrino experiments which are suggestive of neutrino
masses, it makes sense to include the adjoint N yR of the supereld of the
right-handed neutrino. Then avoiding the letter W and again suppressing
family indices, we may write the electroweak superpotential as
















+ c7 "ij H1iH2jN
y




Keeping in mind that "12 = −1, one may expand this gauge-invariant and















































We may add to the action density the  component of P and its hermitian
adjoint.
One conventionally distinguishes superpartners by tildes, writing the se-
lectron as ~e. Let us extend this notation to auxiliary elds, distinguishing
them with a grave accent, e, so that the supereld of the left-handed electron
takes the form
EL = ~eL +
p
2 eL +  eL: (496)
Then the bosonic part of the  component of P is


















































































Let us collect the terms of the action density that involve the auxiliary
eld R of the right-handed neutrino:







































)2−c7 (h−1 h+2 − h01h02)−c8 (~eLh+2 − ~Lh02) : (499)
So the action density Lν`R becomes
Lν`R = −
∣∣∣∣c4 + 2c5~yR + 3c6 (~yR)2 + c7 (h−1 h+2 − h01h02)+ c8 (~eLh+2 − ~Lh02)
∣∣∣∣2 :
(500)




h01 − c1 h01h02 − c1 h0y1 h0y2 + c3 ~eL~eyR h01 + c3 ~eyL~eR h0y1
− c7 h01h02 ~yR − c7 h0y1 h0y2 ~R: (501)
So h01 must be
h01 = c1 h
0y
2 − c3 ~eyL~eR + c7 h0y2 ~R; (502)
and Lh`01 becomes
Lh`01 = −
∣∣∣c1 h0y2 − c3 ~eyL~eR + c7 h0y2 ~R∣∣∣2 : (503)




h02 − c1 h01h02 − c1 h0y1 h0y2 − c2 ~Lh02 − c2 ~yLh0y2
− c7 h01h02 ~yR − c7 h0y1 h0y2 ~R − c8~L~yRh02 − c8~yL~Rh0y2 : (504)
So h02 must be
h02 = c1 h
0y
1 + c2 ~
y
L + c7 h
0y
1 ~R + c8 ~
y
L~R; (505)
and Lh`02 must be
Lh`02 = −
∣∣∣c1 h0y1 + c2 ~yL + c7 h0y1 ~R + c8 ~yL~R∣∣∣2 : (506)
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The action density for the remaining neutral chiral auxiliary eld L is
Lν`L = yLL−c2Lh02−c2 yLh0y2 −c3Lh−1 ~eyR−c3 yLh+1 ~eR−c8L~yRh02−c8yL~Rh0y2 :
(507)
The constraint on L is
L = c2 h
0y
2 + c3 h
+
1 ~eR + c8~Rh
0y
2 : (508)
So the action density Lν`L is
Lν`L = −
∣∣∣c2 h0y2 + c3 h+1 ~eR + c8~Rh0y2 ∣∣∣2 : (509)
Since charge is conserved, we shall be interested mainly in the purely
neutral part of the above contributions to the scalar potential and in other
purely neutral terms that arise from the SU(2)L auxiliary elds ~D














− +∑ g1 12yijAij2
)2
: (511)






jh01j2 − jh02j2 + j~Lj2
)2
; (512)








−jh01j2 + jh02j2 − j~Lj2
)]2
: (513)
If we now gather all these purely neutral terms, then we may write the
purely neutral scalar potential as
V0 =
∣∣∣∣c4 + 2c5~yR + 3c6 (~yR)2 − c7 h01h02 − c8 ~Lh02

























The last two terms in this expression for V0 are positive and can not both
be zero unless  = 0. Thus if  6= 0, then V0 > 0, and supersymmetry is
broken spontaneously. It is also clear that if jj is suciently large, then the
minimum of the potential will be drawn toward




so that gauge symmetry will also be broken spontaneously.
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